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A Sociology for
other animals?
“But social science is, at best,
ambiguously democratic. Its dominant
genres picture the world as it is seen by
men, by capitalists, by the educated and
affluent. Most important, they picture the
world as seen from the rich capitalexporting countries of Europe and North
America – the global metropole. To
ground knowledge of society in other
experiences remains a fragile project”
- Raewyn Connell, Southern Theory, 2007

I’m arguing


Sociology grounded in post-enlightenment ideas of development
without considering its role in propping up capitalism that rests upon
dualisms, marginalisation and oppression.



Sociological approaches to other species need to be grounded in
an emancipatory approach.




Recognise and address our own complicity in maintaining species
hierarchy and an anti-animal status quo

Two case studies:


Methodological – how might we make sociology more species inclusive



Theoretical – how might we extend analyses of violence to animals?
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Why must sociology
side with the
‘underdog’?
“Washing one’s hands of
the conflict between the
powerful and the
powerless means to side
with the powerful, not to
be neutral ”
– Paulo Freire

Siding with
the
underdog



What is knowledge for?



Knowledge has the power to make visible, to
define importance, to frame debates
Skeggs (1990): ethnography is, “…well established
as a legitimating source of colonial endeavor …
The effect of documenting and classifying the
other to keep them in their place meant that
historically they did not need to be known’

“There is no hierarchy of oppression”
– Audre Lorde


Ecofeminist insights: Knowledge based on dualisms, binaries and hierarchies
are problematic




Inextricably connected to a ‘logic of domination’ (Warren) and discourses of
mastery (Kheel)

Intersectionality


Mechanisms and structures of oppression are similar – based on silencing,
marginalizing and making groups invisible

Intersectionality applied to
animals
“Questions of justice for animals cannot be divorced from
other forms of justice (for humans, for the environment) ….
Hierarchies of power operate across human and animal
social groups to subordinate certain lives and bodies
based on overlapping axes of exploitation including race,
gender, sexuality, class, ability and species”

– Collard and Gillespie, 2015, Critical Animal Geographies



Choosing who to include and exclude
in research/theory is a political
decision




Question becomes how can we justify
not taking sides?

Taking an ethical position means
recognising


We create knowledge about other
species through our research



We have colluded in figuring them as
unimportant/invisible or in objectifying
them

Case Study:
Methodological
1) The community exhibition project
Domestic violence and the family pet
(led by Northern Domestic Violence
Service (NDVS), and Relationships
Australia, South Australia (RASA, North);
and

2) The research project Loving you,
Loving me: domestic violence and
companion animals: (led by Flinders
researchers Fraser and Taylor).

Study Aims


Explore the importance of human-animal connections for many people
(adults and children, Indigenous and non-Indigenous) especially during
family crises and/or while recovering from domestic abuse.



Design a project that would take into account the many ethical
complexities of the work



Allow the focus to shift to victims/survivors experiences and bonds with
their animals



Consider impacts on animals and centralize their experience



Methodologically:



Make animals visible helps contest species hierarchy by showing (not
just saying) that they matter.

The importance of animals in the
lives of those fleeing violence and
the need to be relocated together



“So he’ll just on your lap for hours and
hours and hours and hours, yeah and he
loves it, that’s all he wants to do is just
cuddle you, which is perfect in my
situation because I needed that yeah”.



“…he [companion animal] wasn’t
thinking I was ugly, he wasn’t thinking I
was good at nothing, he thought I was
amazing … he didn’t judge me … I
could come up and probably tell him
whatever I wanted to and he’d just sit
there like okay mum, give me a pat”.

Importance of animals in
self and children’s recovery.



“In fact she knows that she has to
protect the younger kids because
they’re still a bit scared at night …
and she’ll get on the kid’s bed and
she cleans the kids before they go to
sleep and then she lays next to them
and puts her head on their legs and
she knows she has to protect them all
night”.



“…had I not had him for this past year
and a half I probably would have,
probably succeeded in killing myself.”

Animals are affected by
violence too and a need to
recognize their trauma


“So she was so badly infected and I mean
it was getting to a point where in my head
I'm thinking we might even have to put her
down”.



“And when I actually got her back she
[cat] was quite uneasy, very violent, she
would attack me a lot and I thought well
I’m definitely not going to get rid of her at
all … maybe she just feels really
uncomfortable with the situation being
around violence and being moved from
house to house.”

Impact on
Animals


“I mean she’s changed as a dog,
she’s gone from this timid scared little
puppy that would walk around with
no confidence whatsoever and now
she’s the protector here. Now she’s
the protector, she’s the Mother; she
goes round, she cleans all the kids
and they get home from school and
they know, they just sit there and she’ll
just completely cover them in drool,
but that’s something she has to do to
make herself feel – now she’s free as
well.”

Design


Deliberate inclusion – visibility - of animals




Impact on them

Engaging – public and media to raise awareness of violence in
animals lives


Others, e.g. art gallery and photo volunteers



Limitations



Ethical difficulties


Animals not considered by HREC

An animal-centred, visual, approach


Makes visible animal
experiences of domestic
violence



Signals that animals matter



Contributes to getting animals
out of violent situations



Made the research stronger –
‘saw’ different issues



Engaging – public, media,
others



Limitations: practical and
theoretical



Theoretically ideas of
multispecies co-existence
signal:


Rejection of tactics that
silence and marginalize,
vulnerable groups.



Awareness of mechanisms
that maintain idea of
human superiority: violence

Case Study: Theory and Violence
to Animals
“….. the bureaucratic culture, which prompts us to view society as an
object of administration, as a collection of so many ‘problems’ to be
solved, as ‘nature’ to be ‘controlled’, ‘mastered’ and ‘improved’ or
‘remade’, as a legitimate target for ‘social engineering’, and in
general a garden to be designed and kept in the planned shape by
force … was the very atmosphere in which the idea of the Holocaust
could be conceived, slowly yet consistently developed, and brought
to its conclusion …. [this] made the holocaust-style solutions not only
possible, but “eminently reasonable”
– Bauman, Modernity and the Holocaust, 2001

Key Points

The forms of social
organization in
modernity –disperse
responsibility and
accountability

This paves the way
for violence to be
the foundation
upon which society
rests

Animals live in
institutions where
their abuse, murder,
enslavement is
condoned if not
encouraged

Taking this as our
starting point shifts
the debate

Animal Abuse is Condoned
“It is essential, albeit confronting, coming to terms with the violent not
just refined face of modernity. Arendt (2006) explained how it is that
violence and atrocities are normalized and routinized; how they come
to be accepted by many – otherwise “good” or compassionate –
people. The strength of such a view that is an inherently sociological
one, is that it moves away from binary thinking of (individual) good
versus evil and instead allows us to acknowledge the way violence
and abuse are embedded in and often justified by social systems and
their authorities.
Identifying the ideological mechanisms used to uphold socially
sanctioned regimes of power is important if we are to have any hope
of untangling and dismantling them”
– Taylor & Fraser, 2017, The Language of Life, the Discourse of Death:
Slaughterhouses and Condoned Animal Harm

Advantages


Shift away from
establishing violence to
animals occurs






Focus on mechanisms

Examine its role in
maintaining our societies
(development)
Re-consider the role our
theories play in
maintaining this violence
 Integrate Indigenous
knowledges
 Be willing to follow
where it takes us

“I’m referring here to the so-called theories of Marxism and
anarchism and “leftism” in general. I don’t believe these
theories can be separated from the rest of the European
intellectual tradition … The European materialist tradition of
despiritualizing the universe is very similar to the mental
process which goes into dehumanizing another person …
the mental process works so that it becomes virtuous to
destroy the planet. Terms like progress and development
are used as cover words here, the way victory and
freedom are used to justify butchery in the dehumanization
process”

- Russell Means, 1980, For America to Live, Europe Must Die

Risks


Personal (mental health) and professional (marginalized, excluded)



Heightened by a neoliberal focus on economic rationalism /industry
/profit




Gives ammunition to detractors (it isn’t proper scholarship)




Excludes marginalized groups, and critical positions
Attempts to steer us away toward ‘proper research’

This context makes it more important than ever that we remain
committed to social justice research as a counter


Do so with a clarity around our own position and motivation



Not straightforwad

What does this suggest for our future
work in animal studies?
“Sociology’s future, at least its

immediate future, lies in an effort
to reincarnate and to re-establish
itself as cultural politics in the
service of [human] freedom”
- Bauman, 2011, Collateral Damage

Some ideas


Commit to social justice
approaches (theory and method)



Make allies and protect ‘radical’
spaces



Consider a code of ethics or
alternatives



Work with/for advocates and
activists



Respect, understand our
intellectual legacies



Be advocates and/or activists





Own our political position

Develop inclusive methods



Commit to public dissemination



Challenge the anti-animal status
quo in our scholarship and
institutions

Concluding Comments


Not arguing for:


Theoretical or methodological unity



I have a broad understanding of advocacy (scholarship that aims
to make a change)



I am arguing for:


Politicised research aiming to provoke, challenge, change



Reflexivity in our own research



Clarity regarding the fact a sociology of human-animal relations is in
fact a sociology for other animals



The use of our power and privileged position to do something for other
animals.

“I always wondered why
somebody doesn’t do
something about that. Then I
realized I was somebody”
- Lily Tomlin

